USING THE WESTERN ONECARD FOR LOT ACCESS

- The Western ONECard will grant access to the same lots as the permitted hang tag by tapping the card on the pedestal.
- The Western ONECard and hang tag are interchangeable. A combination of hang tag and/or Western ONECard will provide access and exit in gated lots.
- Like with the hang tag, using the Western ONECard to enter a lot will make the hang tag or ONECard invalid for accessing another lot until the permitted vehicle has left the previous lot.

- Older Western ONECards may need to be replaced with a chip-enabled card for gate activation. Typically, only cards with 'iCLASS' printed on the back in the lower left hand corner are likely to work. (see image)
- Western ONECARD without this marking can be updated at Student Central in Western Student Services Building. Card holders will should know:
  - Card holders will need a piece of valid government photo ID.
  - Card holders will need either their old card or know their employee/student number.
  - Students may need to pay a fee.

www.uwo.ca/parking